Tips for a Perfect Fit

- The more metal that hugs the finger, the more snugly the ring will fit. So if you love wide bands and stack ring sets, consider a larger size or switch to a smaller finger (if it's a ring that would normally fit your ring finger).
- Designs that are raised with extra roominess at the top slide more easily over a larger knuckle.
- A narrow band style may easily fit over the knuckle but appear pinched or tight on a fuller finger. Try a larger size or a wider band.
- Elongated ring styles fit well on a long finger. If you have short fingers, consider the index finger on your right hand.

Note: Please print this page for accurate sizing.

Not sure of your ring size? For accurate sizing, place a ring that fits you over the circle, making sure the inside of the ring lines up with the outside of the circle. Since screen resolution and printer settings may vary from computer to computer, we have included specific measurements for your reference.
Ring Fit Guidelines

• **Standard fit** indicates a fit that's true to size. Order your normal ring size.

• **Snug fit** indicates that those who are in-between sizes, or have a fuller finger, might want to order a larger size or wear the ring on a slightly smaller finger.

• **Tight fit** indicates that most customers need a larger size. Extraordinary designs and exceptionally wide rings fit more tightly. A tight fit can constrict the finger.

• **Stack ring sets** offer many combinations for the feel or "fit" of the set. The more rings placed on the finger, the tighter the rings will feel. The term "stack ring" is a reminder that wearing a few rings will create a snug fit.